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About This Game

 Write word - this is a simulator game for fast typing! During the game, you have for 5 seconds to remember the word that will
appear on the screen, and then write the word. For each correctly entered character you will get +100 points, but if you enter the
wrong character - then you will lose -100 points! Thus, this game trains your memory, as well as improves your typing skills on

the keyboard!

Key game features:
 - Develops memory!

 - Trains your typing skills!
 - Suitable for both children and adults!

 - Minimalistic design!
 - 300 words in the base game!
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While this is just Talion's outfit before he was killed at the Black Gate at the start of the game it is nice to have it in the open
world. Would have prefered it to be an unlockable, but for a dollar I can't complain to much.. Fixes one of the biggest problems
this game had since the release imho, which was that all of the side characters never interacted with one another. Made it feel
rather awkawrd where the only interactions could happen through our main family.. I really liked this game.

I don't often write game reviews, so I'll do my best to keep this to the point and not ramble on too much. Or at the very least,
keep it organized.

STORY: There is clearly a -lot- of stuff going on in this story, and in an episodic game, obviously you're going to be left with a
lot of loose ends after just the first chapter. I'm a bit of a completionist and a fast reader, so I was perfectly happy to track down
and read every single note and diary in the game, and it didn't break the flow for me at all, but those who lost patience with
games such as Amnesia in this regard might not be so keen. I don't mind feeling confused about a game's story as long as the
mystery is actually compelling and not just a bunch of random run-of-the-mill spooky bull, and for me, it definitely is
compelling. The main draw for me isn't the history behind the creepy going-ons, though-- let's face it, it's pretty much all been
done and it's nothing against the game when I say I don't expect much there -- but the dynamic of the four main characters and
learning more about their stories. In the under two hours it took me to finish this episode, I actually felt a little emotionally
invested in the characters' fates, which isn't a familiar feeling for me when it comes to horror games.

GAMEPLAY: I'll be honest -- I almost quit at the very first confrontation, because I got myself killed just about twenty times in
a row; and the last checkpoint was directly -before- a non-skippable cutscene. It was ridiculous. BUT stay with me. Yes, it can
be tricky at first being chased around the map because a) your camera is all over the place man it does not just follow right
behind you and b) it's hella dark and you know in horror movies how when they're running they always look back and trip on
something yeah this will basically literally happen because there are bushes everywhere so you'll be running and your camera
will flip the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out and next thing you know you're careening into a bush and then you're dead. but hey
if you look at it that way, it just adds to the challenge, right? also, your character is asthmatic, which means if you overuse
sprint, he'll have an attack and literally just be unable to move. this is actually a detail I really like, because while lots of horror
games have the exhaustion mechanic, this one actually comes up with a good explanation for why your character has the stamina
of a two year old (among the sleep also had a good explantion in that your character was in fact a two year old).

After all the practice of that first confrontation, though, and realizing that the little glowy blue things are places you can hide
(thanks for the heads up, game, I should have known that the proper thing to do when running for my life was stop and
investigate shiny stuff by the side of the road ) the rest of the game was perfectly playable.

SCARINESS: Let's keep it real here; horror games are my favorite thing in the world, but I'm an enormous wussy. I wouldn't
play them if I wasn't in it for a good rush though. With that said, for me, this game had a really nice balance in this department.
There are areas where you feel constantly vulnerable, areas where you feel pretty safe (a nice relief from constant tension) and
areas where you really have no idea what's going on and isn't that so much worse. There was a good atmosphere throughout and
a refreshing variety of different types of creepy, none of which were particularly jump-scarey -- another plus. It was satisfyingly
scary \/ creepy without being cripplingly so. I felt nervous, tense, and sometimes downright on-edge, but not uncomfortably
stressed.

ADVICE FOR NEW PLAYERS: You can hide in the blue glowy spots. The little glowy insignias on the wall in some places
allow you to save. There's a map in the D4's cabin that you can take. As you find hiding spots, visit cabins, and find dead ends,
they will be marked on there. Super useful. Also, you can't run when you're holding your lighter.
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TLDR; Overall, an interesting storyline with a lot of depth and detail. Good soundtrack, pleasant art and atmosphere in general.
Under-instructive in spots, but I prefer that to games that don't let you think at all. A casually fun challenge level, moderately
scary, and mechanics that were definitely imperfect but not enough to detract from the overall experience. Not a game for
everyone, but one that I personally loved, and would pay to see a second installment of.. Has a dedicated button for spinning-
headchop, like in Barbarian. Great game!

It´s such a simple concept, but there´s some surprising depth and dynamics to it that keeps it fresh from level to another. I really
wanted to see all the levels, enemies and whatever surprises they had in store. Badass art that oozes old school d&d / barbarian
fantasy, ♥♥♥♥ing lightning strikes and flames everywhere awww yes. And the music, oh my! I´ve played this game a few
times on public events but never heard the audio in such a busy environment.. I love this game. I bought it when it was on the
PS3, and I became super excited that it came out on the PC. Graphics are nice, play is solid, and replay value is excelllent. My
whole family is telling me that my computer time might be limited so they can play it as well.. uhhh it says broly and bardock
are there but i cant get them atm but uhhh thats okay cuz im sure theyll fix it so yeah u should buy this
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My review is addressing one specific flaw. I agree with the "recommended" reviews for the most part; this is a fantastic game.
And I enjoy the "Anno" series, very much. And I like a fair part of this game.

And although it annoys me, I can tolerate the Orientals needing mosques rather than accepting my fine chapels, which are
cheaper.

But I cannot recommend this game because I am fed up with the copy protection. It is impossible to play this game offline,
when I would very often like to. There is no reason for this game to require an internet connection other than connection to the
Ubisoft website and their copy protection system. If I cannot play the game offline, I'm often just going to ignore it.

Kalypso does NOT have this problem with the "Tropico" series. Why is it necessary here?. Got this as part of HumbleBundle
Christmas 2016, very low price. I'd recommend on sale, but not at full price. (unless its for kids!)

Needs a 50/50 rating on steam again for this one.

Puzzle platformer with novel ideas that don't really develop far enough. Great game for younger kids (13 and under) but a bit
too easy for adults who've played the like before.

Pros:
1. Well presented, lovely colorful graphics and a good soundtrack
2. Nice use of features of time control etc
3. Feels good to play, really smooth controls

Cons
1. Too easy , only a couple of puzzles gave a challenge
2. UNSKIPPABLE cutscenes. They aren't too long but I hate them
3. Not really developed as far as it could be, feels like a concept game - probably possible to finish in less than 2 hours.

5 out of 10 - If on sale its worth a pound or two, but you're looking at 2 hours and it's not always good to finish a game and wish
it had more. This doesnt feel like it has quite enough.. CropDuster Supreme is literally the only game that defines how I feel as a
man with a flatuation problem in the real world. Its hard being me. People always flee at the slightest sniff of my crop dusting
magic. This game is literally the♥♥♥♥♥♥. This is not a game, more like a Unity reskin of the google dino run game, instead of
jumping over cacti you are jumping from the floor to the ceiling until you hit a wall.

No point to play
No achievements
No cards

Why even bother buying this? Ugh. I have played the Beta and just got myself a full release - so I can finally post a review!

The Antidote system really makes the difference, keeping you tense all the time, adding a lot to the sneaking and exploration.
Also the story is quite interesting, with a few positively "WTF?!" moments which will stay with me for quite some time.

Also this games gives a lot of scares and intense moments with dense atmosphere, with nearly no jumpscares! A rarity these
days in Horrors! :D

If you're into horrors or just want to play something unusual and interesting - don't hesitate to give it a go, and you won't regret
it.. Dubious control choices, menus that go nowhere. Ridiculously simple game, that somehow still seems unfinished.
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